Success Story
‘Less Capital Costs’ Appeals to Publicly-traded Financial Firm
“With a limited budget to spend on I.T., we didn’t want to invest excess capital or allocate the man-hours to upkeep our information systems. With IsUtility®, we went
from “0 to 6o” a lot more quickly.” - Steve Gardner, Director of Finance

Success Story:
NGP Capital
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data without breaking the bank
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As a provider of financing, NGP Capital could illafford to compromise office efficiency or the security
of its clients’ classified data. Unfortunately, frequent

company has also gained much needed control of customer data and is in position to realize new opportunities for growth and expansion.

server issues and unpredictable “on-the-met er”
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pressing IT issues – frustrated the firm. While NGP
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IsUtility was called upon to provide a solution that
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The Challenge:

invest in and manage an onsite I.T. network.

computer needs as a
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Summary: NGP Capital

NGP required a unique technology solution
that could concurrently provide:

 seamless communication between

communication be-

mobile
salespeople, clients and
the main office.

tween the company and its clients, and the main of-

 a secure environment for client
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company, would also draw on IsUtility®’s secure net-

 a cost-effective alternative to invest-
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tive standards, such as Sarbanes-Oxley.
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The Solution:



IsUtility’s centralized system allowed tra veling e xecu ti ves to securel y communicate
in “real-time” with clients and headquarters



Multi-layered network, including daily
backups protects data and complies with
SEC regulations



IsUtility® requires no additional h ardwa re
o r pe rsonn el – allowing future growth
opportunities



Business continui ty is assured by replacing antiquated computer network with a
predictable monthly fee and a team of
certified experts

Result: Instant S-OX compliance, zero threats
IsUtility’s® centralized network, enabled mobile users
to work in “real-time” with the main office, eliminating
the insecure transfer of confidential customer files to
laptops.

Is Utility®’s 24x7 help desk has elimi-

nated the instability and cost of IT consultants,
resulting in increased productivity.
Concerns of data security have been alleviated without the need to invest in costly hardware or IT personnel. IsUtility’s Fortune 500 datacenter eliminates

